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AdMinisteation is most efficient'when objectives are clearly defined and

goals are widely shared. Whqn the federal government Committed itself to*

placing,men On the face of the moon,, it created a specific administrative

structurild%(achieve that goal. What fiadben barely imaginable became a

reality. In wartime situations, too, objectives clarify, consensus is

realized,. and high level's efficiencyire obtained.' Organizational

objectilis and individual atpirations are welded together; outstanding

achievements can be grasped.

A

In recent'years administrativeAevites have been invented th,9t attempt

artificially to create such unity of effort. Management by objectives,

AMBO) is., one such tool. Planning, programming ant budgeting systems

IOW are-another. Zero-based budgeting is a third.. In all.these

programs the deciston-makir is expected to clarify his .Objectives,

delineate clearly how those objectives will be achieved, specify the

r-- resources necessary to carry out the plan, andeestablish target dates for

implementation. ,Much is to be gained by clarity and precision, and many

of these schemes have genuine value in specific contexts. Yet the

success with which they are adopted depends on the degree to which those

participating in organization share the objectives the decision-maker,

has formulated.

In many situations ,our policy objectives are defined broadlyand ambigu-

ously:- Goals,aretstated"so abstractly that they contain within them-.

selves values all of Which cannot be maximized simultaneously.. Even when'

the goals are fairly clear, people disagree vigorously on the best means
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for achieving thenT.,-,Indeed, some.People may riven regard organization

goals as contrary, to other values important to thin: ,Whatshouldbe.
1

clear becomes'uncertAin; what should provide unity creates discord.

rider these circumstances efficient ;dminiWatioh,.06b flawlei% imPlemen

tatiOf policy objectives become almost ,impossiiNle..

The Ambiguity of School Desegregation Policy

Although many policy objectives are vaguely defined and ambiguousW:-.

stated, schoolrdesegr4ation proyides theiaramou A t exam le of our Ilme.P

Hardly_his,any public policy affecting thevnation!s schools been' -.

diampioned so vigorously by the most central institutions of our nation.
,

Yet hardly, has any public policy had'iuCh difficUlty'in.finding,the

JOPftopriate mechanisms for implementation. Although some mutes have

been more successful than others, every tool of.implementation his been

inefficient. (,Given

interests at stake,

the confOions, disagreements and conflicting'
a4'

it could scarcely have been different:.
q

At 1,abstract level the commitment to schooi integration has been stated

unequiyocally ana' without reservation,' The Supreme Court declared in

.Byldwn and reaffirmed in the Little Rock case (Cooper v. Aaron) that

segregated

Fourteenth

Brown has

President

tion.

public schools were inherently unegualAnd contrary to the

AMendment of the.Constitution. Every court decision since

reaffirmed its basic prin iples, and since that decision .every

in. office has announced his own commitment to school desegrega-

0



After a,merch on Wasjiin on by tens of thousands of Americans, both blaqk

and white, atwhich Martin Luther King, Jr. evoked the highest of American

ideals Con!rey,in 1964.passed'a sweeping piee4,41f.19gislation calli.ng-

for active government efforts tO*'"remove segregatioh TOM he nation's

public ins itutiohs. An Office of.Civil;Rights wit to th Department of

Health, Edu ation and Welfare was asilgnid the%res Onsibility of
,

.

implementing the legislation. '.SubseguentIly,:Oongrest appropriated

'millions of dollars 16 the,Emergeney Sbhool Aid Act4to.facilftite

desegregation processes. And as a result,bf all of4these and" -other
\r)

activities, significant school:desh4gation has occurredespediali'v in
. ,, d 'Y . _, .

dt.
smarter cifes and-in the South.":-FrOm 1968 to 1472.t e(percentage OT

2
w

.4

tAacks,in predominantly white'schOols i weld in-,k forth,

wester sates from 27.6 to 29.1 percent, wtql0listt,e_tpoti,64 pircentg...

1,....Ia' , II
4 .)

age fnc eased from 18:4' to, 44.4 percent,: (9rfleld p. vi,;,.

1, -"

r everyjeximple pf eetionaii flt, to scheol iht4gration, .`

,,t.

instfneestan fentified. At.every,level"of government and
,,

witheachqf tne t veral brenches,of government, uncer,tainty°ami,, -

,
,

ambiguity in the pursuit of desegregation obJect;fi4s has been expresSed.,

The greatest resistance, it,eems,,:hesbeeat stat and

Hardly a school system in thIiatOnitiateCaOcilool'

until it wascompelled to do so eitherl.,by court drderlor

cut-off in federal Ad., 'In theiNprth many school-boards

themselves opposed to racial segregation in principle b0non'Oractice

they voluntarily adoptedonly mOdesti' largely simbolicplans, When

desegregation,'

by a threatened,

expressed

Rbbert Crain (1968) studied a.sampWof 'northern bidet in

C
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mid-sixties he found great variation in school responsiveness.to civil

rights demands, but even in the cities he found to 'be, most responsive

-only very limited steps to reduce schqol segregation 11;(1 been taken. in

the least r$11sponsive cities, which even at that time Included Boston, thef'
board resisted any commitment to school desegregation, rhetorical or

substantive. More than a decade later we still find all state Tegtsla-

tures, except for Wisconsin and Massachusetts, unwilling to commit

substantial resources to facilitate the processes of desegregat pn. And

local school systems, even when they do desegregate, seem to think that

some other level of government should footithe bill.

,/ If resistance at state and local levels has been prolonged and wide-

spread, the federal government itself has' hardly been unequivocal in,its

commitment. The Nixon and Ford Administrations refused to use the

enforcement powers of NEW's Office of Civil Rights. .The Justice Depart-

ment,- which was assigned the responsibility for enforcing school desegre-,

gation,,instead intervened in the'Charlotte and-Manatee County, Florida

cases on the side of southern school districts, arguing that as long as
4

schools served the racial composition of their neighborhoods, no further

desegregation was Constitutionally required. Although the courts rejected

the Justice Department's arrenti, the Nixon administration had ein-

eated'in court its strong tand against busing.



ilusing reveals as.plearly as any other 44sUo the ambigtiqy with which

school tntegratioii AO been pursued, MostAmericons support, school

desegregation,, yel most Americans Appose busing as a means for achleY100

that'goal. StateleglSlaiureseve dsaillowed the use of State funds for

buses used ttieve sehool desegregation. And Congress, even while

reaffirm ceimitment to school desegregation, prohibits the use of

federal fun s, for, busing.,

'There are many reasons for"not busing children of course. It is more

convenient to wall to school; children can come home-for-lunch; parents

can easily participate in PTAs,and support teachers in their classrooms;

and busing children is expensive in,both labor aqd energy 'costs. Yet

these consideritions do not preclude the'use of the school bus for

purposes,other thanrschdol desegregation; indeed, in 1971 -74 fifty -two

percent of all public school 6ildren-went to school by .bu's and' only

about one-eight of that figure. was due to school desegregation policies

(Orfield, 128).

If there were means of achieving substantial school desegeegation,wiihout

busing, this ambiguity in national commitments would be trivial. But,

unfortunately, given residential segregation, busing is the least

expensive, least disruptive, short-term solution to most instances of

'school segregation. Especially in urban areas, with their large

geographical concentrations of segregated housing, desegregation without
4



busing hecoes simply ipossible. The school huscontruversy'orupted 49t

noc0000 buses Were on undesirtla way of aclovine inteuratioe hot

because they wore tor practical 4rp04*4 the only way. by opposing

busing, Amoricags expressed thelr ambiguous commitment to racial intoura-

tion.

The courti 41110 tloti."91)911an P1%0IIrtt( ion

The courts,.too, have been less than entirely consistent in training a

policy of d gregation. Although their distance from electoral pressures

and the need lior maintaining a degree of consistency with past decisions

have allowedthi courts to develop a more stable set of policies than

either of the-other branches of government, considerable variety in the

interpretation 611 the Fourteenth Amendment has taken place. Among the

many questions the courts tave yet to resolve are the following: When is

segregation de facto and when is it de ,lure ?, What are thL /range of

feasible remedies available to the court? Are school district boundaries

beyond the reach of judicial purview?

The single most pressing issue which the courts have yet to resolve

pertains to desegregation across school district lines within metropoli-

tan areas. Inasmuch as pupils in many big-city school systems are now

primarily from minority backgrounds, desegregation within the central

'44110 .city is now counterproductive. r e schools are integrated, the less
. .

attractive the:central city is for whites. Although research on "white

flight" from the central city his reached varied conclusions on the rate
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emerged. WheneVer ceetral City tcOoolt contaik high percentages or

bleckt and Ora integrated, 4010 suburhan t'hools aro almost exclusively

white:'subit'antial white contrel city enrollment dociloot occur. Only

cities with metropolitan-w14 desegregation plans have been able to

retard this kind Of racial change.

Because these trends have taw allowed to pertitit tor nearly three

decades, school desegregation is today essentially a metropolitan peoblem.

Although one-half of blacks living in smaller school districts attended

predominantly white schools in the-mid-197U's, only one-fifth of black

childrerOiving in large school districtis were In comparable settings.

Three-fourths of all lack pupils attending school in segregated settings

(80 per cent or more minority) attended school in large school districts.

In 1976 the index of segregation for blacks was .46 in the central cities

of metropolitan areas, but only .U9 in non-metropolitan areas (Standard

Education Almanac, 1979, p. 479). Until metropolitan-wide desegregation

is pursued persistently, these patterns of racial isolation will continue.

As a dual system of education has become increasingly entrenched in

metropolitan areas, central-city ntighborhoods have deteriorated and

urban decay has induced fiscal crises in many big cities. At a time when

increasing energy costs and the attractions of urban living have sparked

urban revival.in scattered locations and given hope for genuine urban

renewal in the 1980's, a major obstacle to such a revival is the pattern

of racial segregation in metropolitan schools. If central city schools



could estahliah *table, racially eyr'eltg4tbil itthW4 roc hot* whItp

hIAO" Pdpils, their neldhhorhoods would have 4 4440 nr 040144A more

important than 4an be provided by any ilaesunity renewal program. if

r'4c Ial ba4ince throughoOt the metropolitan area Is successfully ecnIeveo,

white% and hiackt woulg have qreater flex1411ity In residential chOice.

Sumo attribute the resogregation of central ra tty schools to whtto rac la 1

prejudice and AiscOlminattons but that: I think, is too simplistic.

Whites, at individuals, profess a greater acceptance cif integrated

settings than ever . At the smno time whites still resist involve-
1

rent in predominantly lulack social contexts. Most whites in central

cities believe that, when schools and neighborhoods acquire a fairly high

percentage of blacks, other whites will toxiC7rom that school or

neighborhood. Fearing that others will exit, they themselves leave so as

not be.left behind. Even more, new white families refuse to take the

risk of moving into.a changing community. As each white family antici-

p4tes the actions of others, their fears become a self-fulfilling

prophecy.

4

Such processes of resegregation can be avoided only by decisive, conjoint

action by the political inslutions of the community. If white families

know that a collective decision had been made to stabilize white-black

school composition, the pressure to exit from a school with increasing

numbers of minority students would decrease. Indeed, integrated

neighborhoods could become desirable locales for both whites and blacks,

if children were assured they could attend the local school instead of



40144 dj et>rrtr
te to injil we 104..141 11-1 MU4t 14f00 Lit 04

44 H 4 00141 he err ively beet anted only on a oteircrpol

a a1ea. beiruti, )t, touIa and peolios 0V011 MI11044100 almoly do nni have

witlijn their bounder, 4 auffIcient number% of Wilt* "Ili to maintain a

atable raC141 44140Ce.

the C.00rl'% puattlon on motropolIt 404aVdtlatloO dr awn oli)o Its looq

atendin4 distinction between de facto and 411 19,f1 deutur totion.

Swann V Cho lotte-MeckliOorllioard ur tdocatIon the court der kind in

MI that county -wIdo dOlitegregailon plan was constItutionally r°eguir 1

Whore the ate had deliberately ,c00%truct and maint hied rat tat

segregation " . . it must provide a remedy for such segregation even It

that remedy might be "administratively awkard, Inconvenient and even

bizarre In some situations." In Keyes (19/1) the court applied thlu

rule to Oenver; the hauls tor'cogrt-ordered school desegregation in

northern cities had now beers flrmly laid. But the foIlOwIng. year in

Bradley v Milliken (19/4), the Supreme Court ruled that multi -district

desegregation In Detroit w4S not constItutionally re4tsiced. As long as

no state action had produced the existing pattern of racial segregation

between districts, no inter-diStrict action to remedy racial isolation

was necessary. Although in a later case involving Wilmington, Delaware.

the Supreme .;paet did not review a lower. court dec.ision1which required

interdistrict metropolitan desegregation .4the court in 1971 vacated a

metropolitan-wide busing plan for Indianapolis.

The Milliken decision thus preclude's court-ordered metropolitan-wide
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desegregation at the present time. Yet there are inConsistencies,in
-7

the

court's opinion that may be. exploited by civil rights groups in the

future. .While tg: Supreme Court. 4ANilliken 'refused to take evidence on

the extent to which state actors hadAiroduCeO a pattet4 of houing
o. r.

segregh4on in the Detroit;tropoli jtan area, one of the -judges that

comprised the five-member majority, in this deciiion wrote that "No record

has tl6en made . . showing that the racial composition of the Detroit
)

school populition or that residential patterns within Detroit and in the

surrounding areas were in any significant measure caused by government

activity. " If the court were willing to listen to evidence on this

issue, it is highly probable that a pattern of state action promoting

segregation could be demonstrated in most cities. Suburban zoning laws,

the practites of state licensed real estate agencies, suburban reluctance

-'ta build low-income housing, and FHA "red-ilning" policies' all seem to

have contributed to inter-dislict racial separation. In sae future

case a more liberal, Supreme Court could become convinced that inter-

Vstrict patterns of tracial isolation were caused in part by state

action. If so, the curts may order metropolitan desegregatian plans.

Metropolitan -wide integration is unlikely to occur apart from court.

action. Voluntary co-pper J nom. between central cities and specificet ti

suburbs occurs only,in the most bhusual circumstances, and even then al l.1(

token integration for a few of the more able black pupils takes place.

Although these small experiments in integrated education deserve encour-

agement, substantial action to change the pattern of racial segregatido 4P°

in the United States will occur only when courts are convinced that''
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gate-wide remedies that cover entire metropolitan areas are necessary tosate - wide

provide equal ptotection before the law. If the national commitment to

. integration were u biguqus, such metropolitan -wide solutions would

already have been fo they are not testifies to the continuing

inthnsistepcies and conflicts in our desegregation policies.

Administering iAmbiquity

It is in this context that we need to consider comments 4 three central

city school administrators. The problems in intergovernmental relations

that they have identified describe in detail the difficulties posed for

administrators by ambiguous public policies. School superintendents in

our largest citieslepeing asked today to 1) desegregate their local

schools without undergoing the necessary preparation and planning; 2).

desegregate their schools, even if their minority pupils outnumber the

so-called majOrity;.3) desegregate their schools without federal fund? to

cover transportation costs, the sine qua non of any significant desegre-

if

gapon plan; 4) desegregate their pupils, ellen if this means that

compensatory Title I assistance can no longer be made available or must

be provided in segregated contexts; 5) desegregate their schools, even

though this will provoke community controversy and hasten exodus of

middle-class children from the schools.

Local school superintendents are being asked to carry-out a policy when

their boards have no commitment to it, community groups oppose it, state

legislatures withhold resources needed to pursue it, and the federal
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government provides funds only, At the last minute,and then with numerous`

strings attached. Yet it is the local school superintendents who are

held responsible when transportatten breaks down, pupils are misdirectedt

resegregation occurs, or violence erupts. Indeed, even if the superin-

tendent avoids. these disasters and integrates successfully, he is held-

responsible for not simultaneously increasing pupil commitment to school,

aising-vefb 1 a evement scores, creating magnet schools, enhancing

inter-group relations, and expanding educational resources. /

Research on Desegregation Policy

Where goals are ambiguous and interests. conflict, research can contribute

only marginally to improved public policy. However, a number of issues

have been raised in the three papers which need more systematic research

attention. Let me discuss them in no particular ordert

1. Lstill believe high- quality, scientifically-grounded research on,

the effects of school desegregation is needed. Such basic

research has had and will continue to have important policy

consequences. The original Brown decion was based in part on

some not very good but nonetheless probably accurate social

science research that showed that segregated schools left blacks

with fe9inqs of inferiority. The study by the U.S. Office of

Education under the direction of James Coleman in 1965 reported

that in desegregated settings white children learned as much as

in segregated settings and black children learned more. Although

1
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the findings with respeteee'blacks can probably be explained by

the tendency for more able blacki to be recruited to desegregated

:settings, the Coleman study, by findingno'nevitive effect pf

desegregation and some apparently positive effects, helped

justify the drive to-desegregate southern schools by HEW in the

Tate,..196(15'..s:,

,-- ,
0

i,

Research,since Coleman's'study;has. yielded more ambiguous findings
, ,

on the effect of school' desegregation on black pupil performances.

I

.

Although positiye effects have been) found more _frequently- th:an

negative effects, some say that the positive effects are so

trivial that they are not worth the cost of desegregation. The

difficulty with this argument is that research has not found any

school factor, whether this be class size, teachers salaries, or

bilingual instruction, to be unambiguously a cause,of substan-

tiallyhigher pupil achievement. If we were to spend money for

only those things that have been clearly shown to hive had

positive effects on pupil's verbal achievement, we would commit

very few resources to schooling.

One reason the'effects of desegregation are still debated is that

since Colemen we have not had a study with a high-quality research

design address this question with a large nation-wide sample.

Instead what has passed for basic resea ch has often been "a

haphazard evaluation of short-term effect of some well-

publicized, controversial desegrec, tion V6. What we need is '"
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careful systematic, long-term,'inyestigation of schoolingih,,a

variety of different kinds of desegregated and segregated 'set:-

-tings so that over the next decade we canklearn the long-term

effects of various kinds-of school experiences. SuCh a program

of research would have little applicability to the day-to-day

needs of contemporary edministrators/put it might nonetheless

give us some suggestions as Ito how to proceed i4h the next'quarter

century. Although that may seem like too long a timeline one'

must recall that we4lave,alreey Celebrated the twenty-fifth
, .

.

anniversaryanniveary Of.the Brown.decision. ,,

/ .

..,

. \

2. kesearch'also needs to.fbcus on the probl m of metropolitan-wide'
....

1desegiTgatioh.: If this is the a a in which public policy changes

will have 4to,bb made, in the next decade oriso, then the question

/ ,

of central city suburban relations needs more scholarly atten-

tion. Up until now; research has concentrated on the phenomenon

Hof white.f1.44iicentralcities. Although this research has

been helpful in clarifying the dimensions of this problem,,we 'now

need to Know more about ways in which metropolitan-wide planning,

can stabilize neighborhoods, provide choice to parents and

students, minimize transportation and maintain citizen and paren-

tal involvement.

"14

Some sc ool districts are now providing'desegregated schooling on

a metropolitan-wide basis. Careful case-study research of exper-

iencet in Miami, Wilmin ton, Los Angeles and elsewhere can faci-

4

wt.
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litate future proCesses of ,raciachangeif'and when metropolitan=j

wide desegregation occurs. A
f

7

3. Block -grant vs. ,categorical grants. In several, of theyapersit

has been observed that loCal bfficialt have been'unable to,

use federalsmonies effectivelyiiii the,processes of desegregation.

. ,
Local administrative resources Must be used7i-o'prepafe proposals,

. r \

submit reports, and undertake evaluation's. ESAAfunds are allo-
.0,_.

ted to theschool,district only after the school year has Pegun;.

creating 'severe,prOblems in Staffing and scheduling. .° Title.I

-.funds, whtck require concehtration of seeviCe-delivery.on eligi-
.

1)14-`pupt1S, encourages,,esegregation of pupils in specialprggrams

,and introduces many Oreasonable-administrative burdens. Federal

policies concerning- program,priorities constantly shift; as a'

result, programs that once received federal funds are left with-
,

out necessary support once they have been well-established. For

these.and other reasonsNmany local administrators prefer that

block-grants to 'local districts be substitutedifor the multitude

of categorical grant p*entlyshaping the pattern of inter-

governmental relations.

From the point'of view of federal administrators categorical

grants still seem necessary. They recall early days of ESEA

when Title I funds were not addressed to the needs of low-income

children and when ESAA funds were used in segregated settings.

Given the resistance to both school desegregation and Compensa-
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tory education in Many school districts, Congress and agency

officials in Washington may feel it is inappropriate to disOurse

.federal funds without focusing\tfieir use.

We need systematic:research that can elucidate some of these

issues and identify ways in which legitimate national interests'

in securing equity in educational policy can be made consistent

with .eqitim e local interests,in.miniMizing administrative
W' 4

0

,domplexity Fortunately, some"of-these questions are being

explored in tHe.,Law and Government Grant program of the National

Institute of Education and by the Instittle for Finance and

Governance at-Stanford University..

0

4. The use of 6urtMasters to super-vise the development and imple

'me titian of court-ordered plans 'for desegregation is an *per-
\

nt new development in intergovernmental reiations. Both in
, .

,

Milwaukee and in.St. Louis it seems that the Master is more than

a mere interpreter of the legal opinion of the court. Instead,

he seems,responoible for fashioning anwilministrative plan accep-

table to the school system, teachers 'organizations, community,,

groups and the court itself. Is this involyjng the Court in a

gotitical thicket from which it will be difficult for it to
A

extricate itself? Have the functions of school boards been

usurped? Or is this an adaptation to the reality that school,

desegregation becomes nearly impossible if,not carried out within

the protective curtain of the court order? David Kirp and Gary .
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Babcock are currently examiningssome of these issues at the
,

UniversitYrof'California at Berkeley..

5. School deiegregation occdrgin 6Oliticyly CharOd.COnteits. It
. c

is oftenimposed on a community in the face of board, administra
.

tive, and group opposition. Frequentfy, gchool admiriistrators

are unable even to.tftink abbut'what.steps td take 'once Integra-

- ,
tion is ordered .by a court, because leakage Ofsuch p ans might

pro4ce board and community wrath. In'some ways, Miiw ukee and /'

Detroit are OfeatAnt,eXceptions to this, pattern." Apparently,
)

there wag sufficient support folviotegration on these school:'
a.

''.boards and within their administrative staffs that sertpusplan-

ning could occur prior to 4 court decision; With ESAA:fundi and
, ,

, -
-support froethe.state.legislature, cgmplex-lans for desegrega-

. * N

tion which maximize opportunities for parental option allowed,for,

a more successful period.of transition than in other places.

High- quality, inside accounts such as the ones prbvided this

conference can be of considerable use to administrators in other
.

cities. Also, it would be useful to have accounts of the

Milwaukee: Detroit, and St. Louis experiences written by policy

analysts less involved in the day-to-day tasks- of carrying out A

the court order. Yet it must'be recognized that not many commu-

nittet can enjoy the exceptional advantages that these cities had.

What kind oflielp can be given to)schools where the administra-

tive staff does not have a supportive political climate? Is it

appropriate to fund,an.exter6a1 organization so that it,can

v'
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divelop'a proposed plan of desegregation? Such a grOup would be

free of some of the close scrutiny school administrators suffer;

at the same time, an outsider's plan might become a political

football.inlocal politics, thereby rendering useless any recom-

mendations it made. The utility of any,such external research

organization would certainly depend on the informal ties it built

- with the school's administrative staff and the confidentiality

with Which the research is carried out.

6._ Finally, we need to examine qarefully the extent to which we are

.- building class-segregated school systems" in the name of racial

integration. In many cities voluntary programs of desegregation

'or programs which provide mkximum parental choice or option plans
# 4

may be providing improved educational opportunities for more able

'white and black children but which at the same time leave less
4

able children from less advantaged backgrounds in schools without

hope or energy. Americans have prided themselves for generations
IN/

on their comprehensive, neighborhood high schools that did not

perpetuate a system of class'stratification such as marked

European education.- Is the pressure for racial integregation

leading to a two -tier system of education in urban areas? If so,

we may be addressing the most visible aspe--------11L-R-----liityctsofir

American society without tackling a more enduring problem of

inequality in educational opportunities.'

V
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